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CONTRACTIONS WITH THE BICOMMUTANT PROPERTY

KATSUTOSHI TAKAHASHI

ABSTRACT. It is shown that if T is a contraction for which there is an operator

W with dense range such that WT = SW for some unilateral shift S, then

T has the bicommutant property, that is, the double commutant of T is the

weakly closed algebra generated by T and the identity. As an example of such

a contraction we have a contraction T such that / — T*T is of trace class and

the spectrum of T fills the unit disc.

1. A bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space is said to have the bicommu-

tant property if {T}" = Alg T, where {T}" and Alg T denote the double commutant

of T and the weakly closed algebra generated by T and the identity, respectively.

Every nonunitary isometry has the bicommutant property [6]. This result was

extended by Uchiyama [7 and 8] and Wu [12] to some classes of contractions T

whose defect operators Dt = (I — T*T)1/2 are of finite rank. In [7 and 8], Uchiyama

proved the bicommutant property for Co-contractions not of class Coo whose de-

fect operators are of finite rank. Subsequently Wu [12] proved this property for

Cx--contractions not of class Cxx whose defect operators are of finite rank. Recall

that a contraction T is of class Co. if lim„^oo ||T"x|| = 0 for every x, of class Ci. if

limn^oo ||T"a;|| / 0 for every nonzero x, and that T is of class Co (resp. Cx) if T*

is of class Co. (resp. Ci). For a, ß = 0,1, Caß = Ca. fl C.ß. In this note the above

results are extended to contractions whose defect operators are of Hilbert-Schmidt

class; indeed, we obtain a more general result.

A contraction is completely nonunitary (c.n.u.) if it has no nontrivial unitary

direct summand. Given a c.n.u. contraction T, the i/°°-functional calculus of Sz.-

Nagy and Foias defines the operator 4>(T) in AlgT for every <f> in H°° (cf. [2,

Chapter III]). In this note all Hilbert spaces are assumed to be separable.

Our main result is the following theorem, which we prove in §3.

THEOREM 1. If T is a c.n.u. contraction and there exists an operator W with

dense range such that WT — SW for some unilateral shift S, then

{T}" = {(j>(T): <heH°°},

and in particular T has the bicommutant property.

A contraction T is called a weak contraction if its defect operator Dt is of

Hilbert-Schmidt class and its spectrum cr(T) does not fill the open unit disc D. A

Ci.-contraction with Hilbert-Schmidt defect operator is a weak contraction if and

only if it is of class Cxx, and a Co-contraction with Hilbert-Schmidt defect operator

is a weak contraction if and only if it is of class Coo (cf. [2, Chapter VIII and 5]).

In §2 it is shown that the following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.
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THEOREM 2. Let T be a c.n.u. contraction whose defect operator is of Hilbert-

Schmidt class. If T is not a weak contraction, then

{T}" = {th(T):ct>eH00}.

This result was proved in a previous paper [4] for Cx -contractions. The proof

of [4, Theorem 2] is useful to our proof of Theorem 1.

2. The following lemma shows that Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of

Theorem 1.

LEMMA 3. If T is a contraction on a Hilbert space )i whose defect operator

is of Hilbert-Schmidt class, and which is not a weak contraction, then there exists

an operator W with dense range such that WT — SW or WT* = SW for some

unilateral shift S.

For Co-contractions and Cx.-contractions, Lemma 3 was proved in [9] (cf. [5,

Theorem 2]) and [4] respectively, that is, for such a contraction T there exists an

operator W with dense range such that WT — SW for a unilateral shift S satisfying

ind S = indT (for a semi-Fredholm operator A, ind A denotes Fredholm index).

Note that if T is a Co-contraction or a Ci -contraction whose defect operator is of

Hilbert-Schmidt class, then it is a weak contraction if and only if ind T = 0 (see [5]

for a Co-contraction).

Proof of Lemma 3. Let

_    Tx    Tx2"   [ 0     T2

be the triangulation of T on the decomposition U — Mx © U2 such that Ti is of

class Cx and T2 of class Co (see [2, Theorem II.4.1]). Since Dt is of Hilbert-

Schmidt class, Dt¡ is of Hilbert-Schmidt class too, and it follows from the identity

Dt¡Tx = Tx*Dt- and the injectivity of the Cx -contraction T* that the selfadjoint

operators Dt' and Dt¡ |ranTj* are unitarily equivalent, so that Dt- is of Hilbert-

Schmidt class. If ind Ti ^ 0, then, as remarked above, there exists an operator Wx

with dense range such that WxTx = SWx for some unilateral shift S. Then the

operator W defined by W = Wx on Mi and W = 0 on #2 satisfies WT* = SW

and has dense range. Therefore let us assume that indTi = 0. This assumption

implies that o(Tx) is included in the unit circle. Then, since o(T) Ç <r(Ti) U cr(T2)

and T is not a weak contraction, o(T2) fills D. Also the fact that Dt and Dt- are

of Hilbert-Schmidt class implies that T12 is of trace class and Dt2 is of Hilbert-

Schmidt class. Therefore, by the result remarked above, we obtain an operator

W2 with dense range such that W2T2 = SW2 for some unilateral shift S, and the

operator W = [0, W2] which has dense range satisfies WT — SW. This completes

the proof.

3. In this section we prove Theorem 1. For a c.n.u. contraction we use the

functional model of Sz.-Nagy and Foias [2].

For a Hilbert space £, let L2(£) and H2(£) denote the spaces of ¿"-valued, L2-

and i/2-functions on the unit circle, respectively. For two Hilbert spaces £ and £',

let L°°(£, £') and H°°(£, £') denote the spaces of operator-valued, L°°- and H°°-

functions on the unit circle whose values are operators from £ to £', respectively.
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For an operator-function F in L°°(£, £'), we use its multiplication operator from

L2(£) to L2(£') which is denoted by the same letter F:

(Ff)(eü) = F(eü)f(e*t)        (f e L2(£)).

Let T be a c.n.u. contraction, and let Dt denote the closure of the range of the

defect operator Dt- For the characteristic function Ot of T, which is a contractive

operator-function in H°°(Dt,Dt'), set

AT(e¿t) = (I - eT(eJt)*0r(elt))1/2.

Then the (unitarily equivalent) functional model of T is the operator S(Qt) on the

Hilbert space

H(QT) = [H2(Dt-)® AtL2(Dt)\ © {QTh ®ATh:he H2(DT)},

defined by

S(QT)(f®g) = P(xf®xg),

where x(elt) = e%t and P denotes the orthogonal projection of H2(Dt')®AtL2(Dt)

onto H(QT) (cf. [2, Chapter VI]).

LEMMA 4. If T is a c.n.u. contraction and there is an operator W with dense

range such that WT — SW for some unilateral shift S, then there is an operator-

function $ in H°°(Dt',£), where £ is a Hilbert space, that is *-inner and outer

such that

H°°(£, 7)$ = {Ae H°°(DT-,7) : AGT = 0}

for any Hilbert space 7.

PROOF. Let S be the unilateral shift on H2(Q) where Q is a Hilbert space. By

the lifting theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foias (see [2, Theorem II.2.3 or 3]) there is an

operator-function * G H°°(Dt',Q) such that <P9T = 0 and W = {<¡>,0\\H(QT),

which implies that the shift-invariant subspace M = {/ G H2(Dt-): ©t/ = 0}

(where, for an operator-function A in H°°(7,7'), A is an operator-function in

H°°(7',7) defined by A(A) = A(X)*) contains the nonzero subspace VH2(Ç),

hence M = ®H2(£), where £ is a nonzero Hilbert space and $ is a *-inner function

in H°°(DT*,£), that is, $ is inner (cf. [2, Theorem V.3.3]). Let us show that

the operator-function $ satisfies the required conditions. Since <1>©t = 0, the

inclusion H°°(£,7)$ Ç {A e H°°(DT-,7): AQT = 0} for any Hilbert space 7
is clear. Conversely, take A G H°°(Dt',7) such that A6r = 0 or equivalently

ëTÀ = 0. Then, since AH2(7) Ç M = $H2(£) and $ is inner, it follows that

$*Ä G H°°(7, £) and Ä = $($*Ä), hence A G H°°(£, J)$. Next we see that $ is

outer, equivalently $*(L2(DT-)eH2(DT- )) is dense in L2(£)QH2(£). Indeed, if gis

orthogonal to $*(L2(DT')eH2(DT')), then $g is orthogonal to L2(DT')QH2(Dt-),

that is, $g is in H2(Dt-)- Therefore it follows from 6T$ = 0 that ég G M =

$H2(£), so that g e H2(£) because <l is inner.

Let t denote the algebra of all operators X on H2(Dt- ) © AtL2(Dt) that have

the form

X =
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where A G H°°(Dt-,Dt-), B e L°°(DT',Dt) and C G L°°(Dt,Dt) such that
BH2(DT- ) Q ATL2(DT) and CATL2(DT) Ç ATL2(DT), and they satisfy the equal-

ity

,1

B
0
C AT

eT

Ar
K"

for some K e H°°(Dt, Dt)- By the lifting theorem of Sz.-Nagy and Foias (see [2,

Theorem II.2.3 or 3]) the correspondence 7r: X >—> PX\H(Qt) maps £ onto the

commutant {S(@t)Y and obviously it is linear and multiplicative.

Proof of Theorem l. The inclusion {4>(T): 4> e H00} ç {t}" is obvious.

To see the converse inclusion, take X — [B c] e £. for which ir(X) e {S(Qt)}", and

let us prove that there is <j> G H°° such that n(X) = 4>(S(Qt))- Since A9T = ®tK

for some K G H°°(Dt,Dt), it follows from Lemma 4 that there is an operator-

function Ai G H°°(£, £) such that $A = Ai$, where $ is the operator-function

in Lemma 4. Take any F G H°°(£, DT>) and G G L°°(£, DT). Since $GT = 0, the

operator

F3>      0

ATG<ï>    0
Y

belongs to £. Therefore the assumption tt(X) e {S(Qt)}" implies that

ir(XY - YX) = 7r(X)7r(y) - tt(Y)tt(X) = 0,

and so the operator

XY - YX =
AF4> _ F<S>A 0

BF<& + CATG$ - ATG$A   0

maps H2(Dt-)®{0} into {0T/©ATf: f G #2(Pt)}- Then, since $A = At$ and

$ is outer, we have

AF - F Ax

BF + CATG - ATGAx
H2(£)C

eT

AT
H2(DT),

so that Aj$F - $FA, = $(AF - FA{) = 0 and A,*(x-ni') = ®(x~nF)M
for n = 1,2,..., where X(eü) = elt. Since the set {x~nF: F G H°°(£,DT-) and

n = 1,2,...} is operator-weakly dense in L°°(£, Dt-) and $L°°(£, IV- ) = L°°(<f, £)

because $ is *-inner, it follows that Ai G H°°(£, £) commutes with all of L°°(£, £),

which implies Aj = cbl¿ for some (h e H°°. Now, set Z = [q7 °7]. Obviously,

Z G £ and tt(Z) = </>(S(eT))- Furthermore, for every F G H°°(£,DT-) and

GGL°°(<f,Ar)

(X-Z)

so that

F

ATG
(A - </>J)F

BF + (C - <j>I)ATG
AF - F Ax

BF + CAtG-AtGAx

(X-Z)
F

ATG
H2(£) C

At
H2(Dt).
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Then, since obviously H2(Dt~) © AtL2(Dt) is the closed linear span of

{Fh®ATGh: FeH°°(£,DT*), GeL°°(£,DT) andheH2(£)},

it follows that

(X - Z)(H2(DT.)® ATL2(DT)) ç {eTf®ATf:feH2(DT)},

hence -n(X - Z) — 0, which proves n(X) = 4>(S(Qt))-

4. Finally we consider a contraction T with a unitary part. Let T = Tx®Ua®Us,

where Ti is a c.n.u. contraction, Ua is an absolutely continuous unitary operator

and Ua is a singular unitary operator. Then AlgT = Alg(Ti © Ua) © AlgC/s (cf.

[11]) and this implies {T}" = {T. © Ua}" © {Us}". Also the singular unitary

operator Us is reductive [10], that is, every (7s-invariant subspace is {/„-reducing,

hence it follows from the reflexivity of Us and the double commutant theorem for

von Neumann algebras that AlgUs = {Us}" (cf. [6]). Thus AlgT = {T}" if and

only if Alg(Ti © Ua) = {Tx © Ua}". Now we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 5. If T is a contraction and there is an operator W with dense range

such that WT = SW for some unilateral shift S, then T has the bicommutant

property.

In fact, since the absolutely continuous unitary operator Ua is similar to a c.n.u.

contraction T2 (cf. [1]), Ti © Ua is similar to Ti ®T2. Also, since obviously W = 0

on the space on which the unitary operator Ua ® Us acts, there is an operator Wx

with dense range such that WxTx = SWx, hence the c.n.u. contraction Ti © T2

similar to Ti ®Ua satisfies the assumption in Theorem 1. Thus Ti ©T2 and Ti ®Ua

have the bicommutant property, and as remarked above, T has the bicommutant

property too.
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